Abstract-Video traces contain information about encoded video frames, such as frame sizes and qualities, and provide a convenient method to conduct multimedia networking research. Although widely used in networking research, these traces do not allow to determine the video quality in an accurate manner after networking transport that includes losses and delays.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multimedia applications and services have attracted great popularity in usage and research activities. Large portions of the Internet traffic today are comprised of multimedia data, with video data accounting typically for the major fraction of the multimedia data transported over today's networks. With more application scenarios evolving, such as IPTV, the amount of multimedia traffic that is transported over networks in the future is bound to increase. Multimedia networking research has in turn received a great deal of attention.
For video networking research, the encoded video can be represented in several forms, such as
• The actual encoded bit stream, which typically is large in size, copyright protected and requires expertise in encoding/decoding, can not be easily exchanged among researchers.
• Video traces, which carry the information of the encoded video bit stream, but not the actual encoded information and are thus freely exchangeable among researchers.
• Video traffic models, which typically try to capture statistical properties of a certain genre of videos, are based on video traces. Additionally, models are typically limited in providing the networking researcher a model for a specific genre of video (e.g., sports videos, news videos). Video traces thus present an appealing opportunity for networking researchers, as results can be conveniently reproduced and exchanged among researchers. At the same time, video traces are typically smaller in size than encoded video and can be used in simulation environments without much efforts. Video traces typically contain information about the encoded video frames, such as frame number and frame size, as well as the distortion or quality of the individual encoded video frames in comparison to the original and uncompressed video frames. The objective video quality is typically measured in terms of the root mean square error (RMSE) and the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR), which is computed from the RMSE. We refer to the RMSE as distortion and to the PSNR as quality.
The information and frame loss probabilities, which are defined as the amount of data and the long run fraction of frames that miss their playout deadline at the receiver, can typically be determined in an easy fashion. These metrics, however, are not suitable to determine the video quality that is perceived at the receiving client. While video traces contain information about individual video frames, such as frame size and frame distortion or quality, this information about individual frames cannot be extended to capture the losses that occur due to lossy network transport mechanisms.
When video frames are not decodeable -either because they were not received in time or because they were damaged during network transport -the most basic and common approach is for the decoder to display the last successfully received and decoded frame until a new frame is correctly received and decoded. Video encoding mechanisms typically introduce a dependency among consecutive video frames, so that in most cases of individual frame losses, several video frames are lost for the decoding process due to inter-frame dependencies. The loss and subsequent re-display of the last successfully decoded video frame cannot be accommodated using the traditional video traces, as they do not contain this information. Offset distortion video traces, on the other hand, complement the traditional video traces in providing the information needed to determine the video distortion or quality of non-decodeable video frames. The video quality as perceived at the receiving client can then be calculated by elementary statistics.
In this paper, we present offset distortion and quality video traces in combination with traditional video traces to determine the video distortion or quality after lossy network transport. In the remainder of this section, we review related works. In Section II, we review different video coding schemes, introduced video frame dependencies and decoding with redisplay of the last successfully decoded video frame. We review these schemes for single layer encodings as well as temporal, spatial and SNR scalable encodings. In Section III, we present the distortion and quality metrics used for all different video traces and provide an algorithmic approach of how to use the quality and distortion values contained in traditional and offset traces to determine the video quality after network transport. In the following section, an overview of findings for the offset distortion and quality for rate-controlled and openloop (i.e., quantization scale controlled) video encodings is given. We continue by presenting perceptual considerations and adjustments to the offset distortion or quality values in Section V. An overview of the suggested offset distortion trace format and publicly available tools is given in Section VI before we conclude in Section VII.
A. Related Works
Video traces have been used in networking research since the mid 1990s, see, e.g., [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] . The information contained within video traces has been continuously updated as the research requirements increased. Currently, video traces typically carry information about the video frame sizes as well as video frame qualities [10] .
To determine the video frame quality or video sequence quality, subjective tests or objective metrics can be used. The subjective video quality can be determined using experiments resulting in mean opinion scores (MOS) [11] . This approach, however, requires test subjects and is therefore not practical for utilization in mostly automated networking research projects. Objective metrics, on the other hand, are calculated using either the source video or the encoded video. A video quality metric that requires only the encoded the video bit stream is, e.g., the video quality metric (VQM) [12] . The RMSE and PSNR as metrics have been used continuously in video encoding and networking research to determine the video frame and video sequence quality. These two metrics compare the source video and the encoded video frame by frame to determine the distortion or quality for each video frame individually. The quality for a video stream can be determined from the individual video frame quality values using elementary statistics. Typically it is assumed that the video stream quality is maximized if the quality of individual frames is maximized and the variability of the quality among the frames of a video is minimized [13] .
To quantitatively determine the impact of video frame losses on the video quality, either the video bit stream can be used, or I  P  P  P  P  P  P   1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Forward prediction Error spreading Fig. 1 . Popular video coding scheme with inter-frame dependencies [17] .
a low quality value can be used to approximate the deteriorated quality after a frame loss [10] . Assuming a low quality value, however, is a static approach that does not take the differences in content into account. For a more thorough approach using the video bit stream, the impact of transport losses were studied for MPEG-2 in [14] and a tool was presented in [15] . In [16] , the authors study the impact of differentiated QoS transport mechanisms on the video quality.
In [17] , we introduced offset distortion traces for nonscalable video encodings. In [18] , we extended the offset distortion traces for scalable video encodings. This work extends the previously conducted evaluation of the offset distortion by examining rate-controlled and non-rate-controlled offset distortions. We furthermore introduce an algorithmic view on the determination of the distortion or quality determination after potentially lossy network transport, which allows networking researchers to implement these traces into, e.g., existing interfaces for network simulators, available at [19] .
II. VIDEO ENCODING AND DECODING
In this section we briefly review for a video stream consisting of N frames (i) the commonly used video encoding schemes which were employed in our evaluation, (ii) the resulting inter-frame dependencies created by the encoding process and (iii) the result in terms of error spreading in case of individual frames not being available for the decoder.
A. Single Layer and Temporal Scalable Encoding
Video encoding utilizes in the most popular video coding standards the DCT transform of parts of a video frame. To increase the compression efficiency, the temporal correlation of subsequent video frames is exploited by motion estimation and motion compensation techniques. The result of applying motion estimation and compensation techniques are interframe dependencies. To illustrate the inter-frame dependencies created by the encoding mechanism, we consider without loss of generality a video sequence encoded with the IPPP. . . encoding pattern as illustrated in Figure 1 . The I frames are intra-coded and rely on no other frame, whereas the forward predicted P frames rely on the previous I or P frames. We note that in addition to I and P frames, bi-directionally predicted B frames can be used as well. Frames of the B type rely on the previous and following I or P frames. This adds to the inter-frame dependencies and has to be taken into account when using a trace-based approach, as outlined below for temporal scalability. Without loss of generality, we assume that in case an individual frame is lost, all subsequent frames [18] .
that rely on the lost frames cannot be decoded. For each frame that is not available to the decoder, the decoder displays the last successfully received frame. In the example illustrated in Figure 1 , we assume that the P frame 5 cannot be decoded. Subsequently, the frames 6 and 7 in the illustrated example cannot be decoded, as they rely on the availability of frame 5 at the decoder. Thus, the error from frame 5 spreads to the following frames in this example. Thus, the decoder would re-display frame 4 as replacements for frames 5, 6, and 7.
We assume without loss of generality that the error spreading from an unavailable frame at the decoder (e.g., due to transmission errors or transmission delays) spreads to subsequent frames until the decoder receives a new I frame serving as reference. This can be achieved either by following a fixed GoP structure and a limited GoP length, so that at fixed intervals a frame is encoded as an I frame, or by assuming a feedback from the decoder to the encoder to notify the encoder to encode a frame as an I frame.
Using a temporal scalability encoding mode, the B frames of the base layer (BL) of a single layer encoding constitute the enhancement layer (EL). For an example, we consider a temporal scalability scheme with an IBBPBBPBB. . . GoP pattern. With this GoP structure, the enhancement layer consists of all the B frames. As no other frames rely on the B frames in the enhancement layer, the anhancement layer can be easily added or dropped for the decoder. In the example illustrated in Figure 2 , the base layer consists of I and P frames and the reception of the base layer gives a third of the original frame rate at the decoder, reception of the base and enhancement layer provides the original frame rate. The enhancement layer B frames are encoded with respect to the preceding I or P frame and the succeeding I or P frame in the base layer. As illustrated in Figure 2 , the loss of a base layer (reference) frame results in the loss of the referencing frames in the enhancement layer. Simultaneously, the loss of a frame in the base layer spreads to the following frames in the base layer until a new I frame is received -either by a resynchronization request from the decoder to the encoder or by the correct reception of an I frame at the beginning at the next GoP -and the reference at the decoder has been updated. The example illustrated in Figure 2 shows how the P frame at position 7 is not available at the decoder. As the previous two B frames of the enhancement layer at positions 5 and 6 rely on the availability of the P frame at position 7, they cannot be decoded. In turn, the decoder re-displays frame 4 in place of frames 5, 6, and 7. In the same way the following frames of the base layer cannot be decoded until a new reference (I) frame of the base layer can be sent to the decoder. In turn, also the following frames of the enhancement layer cannot be decoded until the base layer has been updated with a new reference. In Algorithm 1, we provide an overview of the decoding algorithm for the single layer and temporal scalable encodings. else decoded frame n+1 = decoded frame(framen); display decoded frame n+1 ; n = n + 1; Algorithm 1: Decoding and display algorithm for single layer and temporal scalable video.
B. Spatial and SNR Scalable Video
Spatial scalable encoded video provides a low resolution base layer version of the encoded video for the decoder. With one or more available enhancement layers available to the decoder, the resolution of the decoded video is higher. To fix ideas here, we assume that the base layer provides a QCIF resolution and one enhancement layer in addition to the base layer provides (the original) CIF version of the encoded video. The enhancement layer frames can be encoded with respect to the corresponding base layer frames only, which we assume for our evaluations, or with respect to the corresponding base layer frame and the previous enhancement layer frame utilizing motion estimation and compensation techniques. For additional enhancement layers, the same mechanisms described here apply analogously for the additional layers. We illustrate the inter-frame dependencies for the considered spatial scalable video encoding scheme with P frames only in Figure 3 . For the decoder at the receiver, three distinct cases for the decoding exist, which are 1) Neither base nor enhancement layer frames are available and the decoder displays the last frame or upsampled frame.
2) The base layer frame is available and the decoder displays an upsampled verison of the base layer frame. 3) Both, base and enhancement layer frames are available and the decoder displays the original resolution. In the example outlined in Figure 3 , the first four frames are received with their base and enhancement layer encodings. For frame 5, only the base layer is received and the decoder subsequently displays the upsampled version. For the remaining two frames 5 and 6, no data is available and the decoder re-displays the upsampled frame 5 for both frames.
SNR scalable coding provides a highly compressed and distorted version of the unencoded video frame in the base layer. Adding the enhancement layer information, additional information is available and the distortion of the decoded frame is reduced. For SNR scalable encodings, the mechanisms outlined above apply analogously. In particular, instead of using different resolutions, the decoder displays different qualities of the encoded frame. Thus, in the example provided in Figure 3 , the decoder would display a high quality CIFsized version of the video frame 1-4, a low quality version of the frame 5, and re-display frame 5 in place of frames 6 and 7.
We describe the decoder's behavior in Algorithm 2 for spatial and SNR scalable video.
III. VIDEO QUALITY AFTER NETWORK TRANSPORT
For networking research, the loss of video data or video frames is typically determinable without much effort, either by experiments or simulation. For the determination of the video quality in an environment without losses or delays during network transport, the video quality can also be determined in a fairly easy manner utilizing video traces. The video quality is typically measured in terms of the distortion as the root mean squared error (RMSE) and quality in terms of the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) between original and encoded and subsequently decoded individual video frames. The unencoded video frames are typically represented in the YUV 4:2:0 format usable for MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 encodings, whereby an 8-bit value is assigned to each pixel's luminance value and an 8-bit value for a block of 4 pixels' hue and chrominance values. Typically, only the luminance component is taken into account for the video frame quality evaluations, as the human eye is most sensitive to this component [20] . Both, RMSE and PSNR, are referential video quality metrics; they both else decoded frame n+1 = decoded frame(framen); display decoded frame n+1 ; n = n + 1; Algorithm 2: Decoding and display algorithm for spatial scalable and SNR scalable video.
require the original video frames in addition to the decoded video frames to determine the video quality. At the same time, these metrics allow for a trace-based video quality evaluation without the actual bit stream and are easily automated.
Let us assume a video with X, Y as resolution in pixels (e.g., for QCIF X = 144, Y = 176 and for CIF X = 288, Y = 352) which consists of N video frames encoded with a quantization scale q. We denote an individual pixel's luminance value in the nth original video frame at position (x, y) as F q n (x, y) and its encoded and subsequently decoded counterpart by f q n (x, y). We calculate the video frame distortion as RMSE for all the luminance differences of an individual frame as
The video frame quality as PSNR can be calculated from the RMSE as
We calculate the average video quality or video stream quality as
and the variability of the video frame qualities measured as standard deviation as
To obtain a more useful variability metric taking the average video frame quality into account, we additionally calculate the coefficient of variation of the video frame qualities as
We calculate the corresponding distortion metrics in analogous manner. The video stream quality is generally maximized if the quality of individual frames is maximized and the variability of the quality among the frames of a video stream is minimized [13] . The video frame qualities of the encoded video frames are readily available for networking researchers in video traces and can be employed into research without much efforts. For lossy network transport mechanisms or by introducing delay into the delivery of the video stream, the decoder may not be able to receive video frames of the base and/or enhancement layer(s) in time or at all. Typically, no individual distortion or quality value can be assigned to these lost video frames and only a rough approximation, e.g., less than 20 dB [10] , can be made. In order to facilitate networking research that includes the video frame quality after network transport, additional information is needed to determine the quality of the video frames that are not available to the decoder, either themselves or by broken references. In the following, we determine the video qualities for basic error handling schemes at the decoder using the offset distortion approaches outlined in [17] , [18] .
A. Single Layer and Temporal Scalable Video
For single and temporal scalable video, the decoder can either decode an individual video frame or not. In case the video decoder is unable to decoder a video frame, the last successfully decoded video frame is re-displayed at the client, as outlined in the examples in Section II-A. For the successfully decoded and displayed video frames, the video quality can be determined by Equation (2) . For video frames that are not decoded, the offset distortion can be used to determine the video quality. The offset video distortion of the encoded and decoded re-displayed video frame with respect to the original unencoded video frame can be determined as follows. Let n denote the position of the last successfully decoded video frame and let d denote the offset of the video frame under consideration with respect to video frame n. The offset distortion is then calculated in analogy to Equation (1) as
The corresponding video frame quality can be calculated similar to Equation (2) as
We note that given this approach, the original Equations (1) and (2) for the video frame distortion and video frame quality are given as RM SE q n (0) and Q q n (0), respectively. With this approach, the video quality can be determined on a per-frame basis as outlined in Algorithm 3.
while n<N do if is available(frame n+d+1 ) then switch frame type n+d+1 do case I type
case B type if is available(forward reference(frame n+d+1 )) and is available(backward reference(frame n+d+1 )) then
Algorithm 3: Calculation of the video frame quality values for single layer and temporal scalable video.
B. Spatial Scalable Video
Spatial scalable video adds upsampled video frames on top of re-displaying video frames for the decoding process as outlined in Section II-B. The upsampling introduces an additional distortion (i.e., loss of quality) to the video displayed by the decoder. Thus, additional metrics are needed in order to accommodate the upsampling of base layer video frames and the re-display of the upsampled base layer (BL) video frames.
Let f n,q UP denote the encoded (at quantization scale q) and upsampled base layer frame n. Let furthermore F n+d,q EL denote the original unencoded enhancement layer frame in full resolution at offset d. The distortion caused by upsampling the base layer frame n and re-displaying it instead of the full resolution combination of base and enhancement layer frames is calculated as
Note that in case of d = 0, the distortion is calculated for the upsampling of the base layer frame only and used to determine the distortion caused by displaying the upsampled base layer frame instead of the full resolution base and enhancement layer frame combination. The corresponding video frame quality can be calculated similar to Equation (2) 
For spatial scalable encoded video, we thus need to differentiate between the base layer resolution (BL) distortion and quality, the base and enhancement layer resolution (EL) and the upsampled base layer (UP). The combination of all the different video qualities for spatial scalable video are given in Algorithm 4.
C. SNR Scalable Video
The determination of the video frame qualities after (lossy) network transport for SNR scalable encoded video can be done in analogy to the presented metrics and algorithm for spatial scalable encoded video in Section III-B with only minor modifications. In particular, rather than determining the upsampling distortion and quality of the base layer video frame, the difference in video distortions and qualities is already given by the encoding process and/or its output.
The two metrics that are required to determine the video quality at the receiving client are the offset distortion and quality for re-displayed base layer frames at offsets d compared to the unencoded enhancement layer frames, in analogy to Equations (8) and 9.
IV. VIDEO OFFSET DISTORTION
In this section we examine the offset distortion values in greater detail. For the encodings evaluated throughout this section, we utilize the MPEG-4 reference encoder. We note that the video offset distortion trace data is publicly available at [19] .
A. Comparison of Rate Controlled and Non-Rate-Controlled Video Encoding for Single-Layer Video
The single layer video encodings we evaluate in this section are of a QCIF resolution and encoded using a IBBPBBPBBPBBI. . . GoP pattern. For encodings that are quantization scale controlled, the same quantization scale q is used for all different frame types. For encodings that are rate controlled, the TM5 rate control algorithm with the specified target bit rate is applied.
We illustrate the video frame offset distortion for frames n = 867, 5586, and 9089 from the video sequence Jurassic Park I in Figure 4 and the corresponding video frame offset quality values in Figure 5 . We observe the typical inverse relationship between the distortion and quality values. Similar to the findings in [17] , we observe that an approximation of the offset distortion or quality by a fixed value is not advisable, as the individual frames exhibit (i) generally different levels of distortion (and hence quality) and (ii) a different behavior of the offset distortion or quality with increasing offset d. Importantly, we observe that for the evaluated frames, the offset distortion values are nearly identical for the ratecontrolled and non-rate-controlled versions of the encoded video. This is significant, as the non-rate-controlled version is a very high quality version, whereas the rate-controlled version is controlled by the TM5 algorithm, which dynamically adjusts the quantization scale q depending on the encoded video frame size and remaining target bandwidth for a GoP. The content of the video frames (and the content for the frames under evaluation due to the offset d) is important. Frame 867 (and the subsequent frames) shows people moving behind bushes in the dark, frame 5586 shows a reflection of a person in water and frame 9089 shows a group of people brushing off an artifact in a desert environment. We additionally observe that the relationship between the rate controlled and quantization scale controlled encodings changes as the offset d increases. For a small offset d, the quality of the quantization scale controlled encoding is higher for frames 867 and 5586, whereas with increasing offset, the quality of the rate controlled encoding for each frame is higher. Furthermore, we note that the sizes of the encoded macroblocks is different for both versions depicted in To further evaluate the different behaviors with increasing offsets and the closeness of the quantization scale controlled and rate controlled versions, we evaluate the video offset qualities for the two video frames 867 and 5586 now in greater detail. In Figures 6 and 7 , we illustrate the offset quality values for both video frames encoded at different quantization scales and target bit rates. We observe that for both frames, the shape of the offset distortion curve does not change with the different levels of quantization or the different applied target bit rates. We additionally note that for both illustrated video frames, the order of the individual curves changes with increasing offset d. The frames have a higher quality for closer offsets and higher quality encodings. As the offset increases, this relationship is inversed. Two mechanisms are responsible for this behavior, namely (i) the encoding of the video frames and (ii) the change in content of subsequent video frames. For close offsets, the contents of the frames n + d following the frame n under consideration are closely related and thus the differences in between the frames are small. With high quality encodings (by application of either a low quantization scale q or a high target bit rate), the small differences in content and the better quality from the encoding result in a low offset distortion (and thus high offset quality) for the higher quality encodings. For lower quality encodings, the differences are larger, as the distortions from the encoding process and not from the offset comparison are large. As the offset d increases, the differences in content of the video frames increase. With a higher quality encoding, the video frames have a higher level of detail. In turn, the differences between consecutive video frames are finer, whereas the differences in lower quality encodings are smaller due to the decreased level of detail. In turn, a higher quality encoding yields a lower offset quality (and higher offset distortion) at the larger offsets. Content dependency is also the source for the different encoding settings to be very close to another. We note that the curves for target bit rates 64kbps and quantization scale q = 30 are very close to another, as are the tuples of 128kbps and q = 10 and 256kbps and q = 4. This closeness is a result of the rate-distortion behavior of the encoder and the TM5 bandwidth matching. For low target bandwidths, the rate control has to assign a very high quantization scale, resulting in the first tuple of 64kbps, q = 30. As the target bandwidth increases, the rate control algorithm can assign lower quantization scales to the encoding, which results in the tuple 256kbps, q = 4. We also note that in previous findings, the TM5 algorithm was not found to be matching the lower target bit rates effectively [10] . This inability of rate control, due to a limited range of quantization scales available for the TM5 rate control algorithm, adds to the closeness of the offset qualities for the rate-controlled encodings, especially for the two lower target bit rates 64kbps and 128kbps.
To approximate unknown target bandwidths or quantization scales, it is beneficial to look at the combinations that are given by the offset quality figures and bandwidths of the encoded full video sequences. From [19] , we derive the averaged bandwidths of the encoded videos as given in Table I . Comparing the different average bit rates of the encoded video, we observe that the offset qualities for encodings with similar average bit rates are very close to another in terms of their offset quality values depicted in Figures 6 and 7 . For unknown quantization scales or target bit rates, the offset distortion of known quantization scales or bit rates can be used to derive a close approximation of unknown offset distortions by comparison of the average encoded bit rates.
B. Comparison of Rate Controlled and Non-Rate-Controlled Video Encoding for Scalable Video
For the evaluation of scalable video encodings, we consider spatial scalable video encodings with a QCIF base layer resolution and a CIF enhancement layer resolution. We utilize an IBBPBBPBBPBBI. . . GoP pattern in the base layer and a PBB structure the enhancement layer. For encodings that are quantization scale controlled, the same quantization scale q is used in the base and enhancement layers. For rate controlled encodings, the TM5 rate control algorithm is applied to the base layer with the given target bit rate while the enhancement layer is encoded using a quantization scale q = 14 for P and q = 16 for B frame types. We illustrate the upsampled base layer's offset qualities for frames n = 1895, 2550, and 5370 from the Terminator I video sequence, encoded with a quantization scale of q = 4 and a target bit rate of 256kbps, in Figure 8 . We note that for the different video frames, the upsampled base layer offset qualities are very close for both quantization scale and bit rate controlled encodings and the corresponding curves are on top of each other. This can be explained as follows. Using the low resolution base layer, the rate control algorithm is able to assign a low quantization scale q to the encoded base layer, which is close to q = 4 illustrated in Figure 8 as well. We additionally observe that as in the single layer case, the offset quality is content dependent and thus different for each frame n and offset d.
Similar to the single layer case, we illustrate the upsampled base layer's offset quality for a variety of quantization scales q and target bit rates exemplarily for frame n = 2550 in Figure 9 . We observe that for all different quantization scales and target bit rates, the different offset quality values are very close to another. This closeness of the upsampled base layer offset qualities can be used to approximate unknown offset Video frame offset quality for the enhancement layer frame n = 2550 from the Terminator I video sequence encoded with different quantization scales q and target bit rates. qualities at other quantization scales or target bit rates.
We illustrate the offset quality for the enhancement layer frame n = 2550 in Figure 10 . We observe that the enhancement layer offset quality closely follows the upsampled base layer offset quality values. In addition, the different enhancement layer offset quality values are close together, such that an approximation of unknown offset qualities can be done for unknown quantization scale or target bit rate settings.
We illustrate the difference in the offset qualities for the upsampled base layer and enhancement layer frame n = 2550 in Figure 11 . For the difference between the two offset qualities, we observe a decrease with the offset d for all different encoding settings. We additionally note that for different encoding modes, the differences for the quantization scale controlled encodings are close for all offsets, whereas the differences for the rate controlled encoding modes are further apart and only seem to converge with large offsets d. Thus, for approximation of the upsampled base layer qualities by means of the qualities obtained for individual layers, the significant difference, especially for small offsets d and rate controlled encodings has to be taken into account.
V. PERCEPTUAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR OFFSET DISTORTIONS OR QUALITIES
The RMSE and the RMSE-based PSNR metrics are based on the comparison between the individual video frames of the unencoded source video and the received and decoded video. These metrics therefore do not take the flow of the consecutive video frames as they are displayed at the receiver into account. This can lead to a slowing or even decrease in the offset distortion when consecutive frames have only little correlation as illustrated in Figure 7 for the offset quality of frame 5586 from the Jurassic Park I video sequence. This behavior, although consistent with the application of these metrics, is not consistent with the intuitive value of these video frames to the receiving client.
In order to derive a more suitable metric for comparing the source video and the received and decoded video with errors and offset distortions, it is necessary to take the impact of redisplaying the current frame multiple times on the perceived video quality into account. We propose an adjustment of the RMSE and PSNR metrics that takes the number of consecutive displays of a video frame into account yet does not require more information than stored in video traces. In the following, we therefore present an approximation of perceptual considerations based on the RMSE (and PSNR) values that are readily available in offset distortion video traces.
We consider a client that receives the encoded video and is presented with multiple re-displays of the same video frame. The client thus looks at a sum of distortions that originate from the last successfully decoded video frame n at d = 0 and the following re-displays of frame n with the offsets d ≥ 1. We use this approach as basis to calculate the perceptually adjusted RMSE (pRM SE). In particular, we define
where the sum of distortions seen by the client is averaged over the number of re-displayed frames. The average offset distortion thus presents the upper bound for the perceptually adjusted RMSE values as the offset d increases. We determine the perceptually adjusted quality (pQ) for each frame and offset as
We illustrate the traditional versus the perceptually adjusted video frame offset distortion and quality values in Figures 12  and 13 for the frames 867, 5586 and 9089 from the Jurassic Park I video sequence encoded with quantization scale q = 4 for all frame types. We observe that the perceptual adjustment results in a smooth rise of the video frame offset distortion (and a smooth decline of the video frame offset quality) for the evaluated frames and offsets.
Comparing the originally obtained video frame qualities Q 4 n (d) and the perceptually adjusted video frame qualities pQ 4 n (d), we observe that the perceptual quality values obtained at small offsets are generally higher than their traditionally calculated counterparts. This reflects that for a small number of re-displayed video frames, e.g., one or two frames, the perceived quality would not experience a large degradation. For frames that are further away, the perceptually adjusted quality values can be smaller than the traditionally calculated quality values. This reflects that the more video frames were not correctly received, the lower the perceived quality for the client.
VI. USING VIDEO OFFSET DISTORTION TRACES
Traditional video traces display the frame time, frame number, frame type, video quality per frame, and additional information [10] . Offset distortion traces provide the distortion (RMSE) information per frame as a function of the offset d given in Equation (6) . In order to facilitate managing the additional amount of data per frame, the offset distortion trace format has to be easily accessible. We thus propose a table format in which each frame n constitutes a line and each offset d constitutes a column in the row indexed by n. Note that for each individual encoding setup (e.g., choosing a different quantization scale q or target bit rate), a new offset distortion trace has to be generated. We illustrate an exemplary offset distortion trace as can be found at [19] in Table II for the first TABLE II EXEMPLARY OFFSET DISTORTION TRACE FOR STAR WARS IV, ENCODED WITH q = 4. 6 . We note that the trace format is the same for all different offset distortions calculated and presented in this contribution and that given the relation between the offset distortion and offset quality as given in Equation (7), only the offset distortion values are included in the traces.
A. Assessing the Video Quality After Network Transport Using Video Traces
To determine the video quality after potentially lossy network transport, both the conventional traces and the offset distortion traces are required. In Algorithm 5, we provide the function to determine the video frame quality values for the algorithms presented in Section III and the traces available at [19] . In particular, we consider the terse video traces from [19] , as they contain the information for frame n in row n (they are in frame order), whereas the verbose traces are using an index for each frame (they are in encoding order). Both trace formats can be used, but the difference in order and the requirement for additional indexing when using the verbose video traces have to be kept in mind.
B. Available Tools
Video offset distortion traces have become available to the networking research community for several different video encodings, see [19] . The availability of offset distortion traces alone may not be sufficient for researchers that have access to the unencoded video bit streams or for video researchers that are interested in working with the commonly used video test sequences. For those researchers, we made our software tools used in the generation of the offset distortion traces available for download at [19] . The tools generate the suggested output in a comma separated (CSV) format that allows for easy access Algorithm 5: Function to derive the video frame quality values for single and scalable video encodings after network transport from video traces at [19] .
to the values in spreadsheet programs and further processing. The tools require the input video to be in the YUV 4:2:0 format.
1) Offset Distortion Calculator:
The offset distortion calculator can be used to calculate the offset distortion values for the single layer, temporal scalable, and SNR scalable encodings. The program supports QCIF and CIF video frame sizes. We illustrate the program window for the offset distoriton calculator in Figure 14 . The program requires the unencoded original video (Org.) and the encoded and subsequently decoded (Enc.) video sequences. The largest offset d can be changed to suit different needs.
2) Spatial Scalable Offset Distortion Calculator:
The spatial scalable offset distortion calculator can be used to calculate the offset distortion values for the upsampled and re-displayed base layer frames in spatial scalable encodings. Currently, the program supports a QCIF frame size for the base layer and a CIF frame size of the enhancement layer. The base layer frames are upsampled without further processing, e.g., no filters are used to smooth out imperfections. The program requires the unencoded original enhancement layer resolution video (Org. EL) and the encoded and subsequently decoded base layer resolution (Enc. BL) video sequences. The largest offset d can be changed to suit different needs as for the offset distortion calculator. 
VII. CONCLUSION
In this contribution, we reviewed the offset distortion concept and how offset distortion traces can be used in conjunction with traditional video traces to facilitate networking research with evaluation of the video quality after network transport. We examined the offset distortion and quality behaviors of single layer and scalable encoded video and compared quantization scale controlled and rate-controlled offset qualities.
We gave algorithmic approaches for networking researchers on how the decoder behavior can be approximated for simulation purposes and how the different video frame and offset qualities are calculated. We showed how using the combination of both video traces, frame losses and delays during the network transport can be accommodated.
